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Abstract. A small-scale general equilibrium model is constructed to explain the joint behaviour 
of the trade balance, balance of payments, relative price of non-traded goods, and the real 
exchange rate. The model can be used to obtain a set of predictions about the response of these 
four variables to various exogenous disturbances, such as movements in the terms of trade or 
changes in government expenditure. The analysis emphasizes the interconnectedness between 
the traded and non-traded goods sectors of an economy. Since different exogenous shocks 
imply different patterns of co-movement between the trade balance, balance of payments, 
relative price of nontraded goods, and the real exchange rate, the general relationship between 
movements in these variables is theoretically ambiguous. 

Biens non-transiges internationalement, balance commerciale et balance des paiements. 
L'auteur construit un modele d'equilibre general de petite taille pour expliquer conjointement 
le comportement de la balance commerciale, de la balance des paiements, du prix relatif des 
biens non-transiges internationalement et du taux de change r6el. On peut utiliser le modele 
pour obtenir des predictions quant a la r6action de ces quatre variables a divers chocs exogenes 
comme des mouvements dans les termes d'6change ou des changements dans le niveau des 
depenses gouvernementales. L'analyse met I'accent sur l'interconnexion entre le secteur des 
biens transig6s internationalement et le secteur des biens non-transig6s d'une 6conomie. 
Puisque divers chocs exogenes vont engendrer des patterns differents de r6action conjointe de 
ces quatre variables, la nature de la relation entre les mouvements dans ces variables est 
theoriquement ambigue. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several recent papers in international finance have analysed the joint deterrnination of 
a nation's exchange rate and trade balance within the construct of small-scale 
choice-theoretic intertemporal general equilibrium models. For instance, Sachs 
(1983) and Greenwood (1983a) use these models to obtain a set of predictions about 
the pattern of co-movement between the exchange rate and the trade balance 
conditional upon knowledge about movements in certain key economic variables 
such as real income, government spending, and the money supply. The unconditional 
correlati6n between changes in the trade balance and the exchange rate turns out to be 
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ambiguous. This is because the association between movements in these two 
variables depends in an essential manner on the specific nature of exogenous 
disturbances impinging on certain key economic variables, such as those mentioned 
above. 

This paper extends the above line of research by introducing non-traded goods into 
the analysis. An examination is undertaken of the co-determination of the trade 
balance, the balance of payments, the relative price of non-traded goods, and the real 
exchange rate in a small open economy with a fixed exchange rate. Disturbances 
originating within the non-traded goods market have important implications for both 
the trade balance and the balance of payments that have not been fully recognized 
before. Also, shocks emanating from outside the nontraded goods sector now have an 
additional channel of effect on the open sector of the economy owing to their impact 
on the relative price of non-traded goods. Furthermore, the inclusion of non-traded 
goods in international finance models is essential if movements in the real exchange 
rate are to be analysed in a meaningful manner. An appealing feature of the mode of 
analysis adopted in this paper is that it allows the main results to be cast in terms of 
familiar income and substitution effects that highlight the main factors that come into 
play. In this respect, the line of argument employed here parallels that utilized in 
Jones's (1974) earlier study on trade with non-traded goods. It should also be 
mentioned that some of the issues dealt with arise naturally in Stockman's (1983) 
analysis of the real effects of alternative nominal exchange rate systems.' 

Finally, a word on the choice of modelling strategy adopted here. A fundamental 
property of choice-theoretic intertemporal general equilibrium models is that agents' 
decision-making is undertaken in a rational manner, based upon forward-looking 
expectations about real income, real rates of return, government spending, and 
money supplies. By adopting such an approach, it is hoped that agents' decision rules 
will be well grounded in economic theory. In some cases such an approach has led to 
considerable doubt's being cast upon some orthodox views in international finance. 
For example, Helpman (1981), Lucas (1982), and Stockman (1983) all challenge the 
traditional belief that fixed and flexible exchange rate systems have fundamentally 
differing effects on real allocations within an economy.2 Obstfeld (1982) and 
Stockman (1983) arrive at the conclusion that the scope for sterilized interventions in 
the foreign exchange market is severely limited - perhaps even non-existent.3 Also, 
these models have been able to explain so-called empirical anomalies. For instance, 
Stockman (1980) gives an equilibrium explanation of the long-observed correlation 
between the nominal and real exchange rates - a fact that many claimed conclusively 
proved price rigidity in the goods market. A theoretical justification for the lack of an 
observed correlation between the trade balance and the exchange rate across countries 
and time neriods is nrovided bv Sachs (1983) and Greenwood (1Q93a). 

1 Kimbrough (1983), in his examination of the effects of government purchases in an open economy, 
also addresses some of these issues within the context of a reduced-form macro-economic model 
based on a variant of the Lucas-Barro supply function. 

2 On this topic see also Aschauer and Greenwood (1983) and Stockman (1981). 
3 For a discussion of some related issues, see also Persson (1984). 
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THE MODEL 'S SETTING 

Imagine a small open economy, with a lifespan of two periods, that has adopted a 
system of fixed exchange rates. This economy is inhabited by a representative agent 
who is blessed with perfect foresight, and who desires to maximize his lifetime 
utility, UQ ), as given by 

2 

(U0= >E t-IU(Nt,Zt) 
t= 1 

where 3 is his subjective discount factor, and Nt and Zt are his consumption of a 
non-traded and an imported good, respectively, in period t. The momentary utility 
function, U( ), is assumed to be strictly quasi-concave and twice differentiable with 
both non-tradeables and imports being normal goods. 

In each period t the representative agent is endowed with a certain quantity of the 
non-traded good, Nt, and an exported good, Xt. Non-traded goods sell within the 
domestic economy during period t at a relative price in terms of imports of pNt. Also, 
during this period the export good may be freely sold to the rest of the world at the 
world terms of trade, pxt, by which is meant the relative price of exports in terms of 
imports. Thus, when measured in terms of the imported good, the individual's real 
income, yt, would be equal to pNtNt + pxtXt. 

Domestic residents can also freely participate on an international bond market. In 
the first period the representative agent can purchase or sell real bonds, which are 
denominated in terms of the imported good and pay the fixed internationally 
determined real rate of return, r*. For instance, if during the first period the agent 
purchased one unit of real bonds, he would receive the equivalent of 1 + r* units of 
the imported good during period two. 

Now, the individual may choose to hold domestic currency so as to economize on 
his transactions costs of exchange. Specifically, in each period the fraction v of the 
agent's real income, y, is absorbed in transactions costs. This fraction v is assumed to 
be a decreasing convex function of the ratio of the agent's nominal money balances, 
M, to his nominal income, Py, where P is the nominal price of the imported good. 
Thus, for a given level of nominal income, there are diminishing returns to holding 
money. By increasing his holdings of money, the individual can economize on the 
proportion of his real income that is being absorbed in transactions costs. However, as 
the ratio of money, M, to nominal income, Py, rises, the reduction in the fraction, v, 
of real income brought about by holding an extra unit of money is reduced. In other 
words, 

Vt = V(Mt/ptyt) Vt = 1, 2 with v' < 0; v" > 0; and 0 < v < 1. 

Lastly, there is a government in this 'small' open economy. In each period the 
government undertakes a certain amount of unproductive expenditure. In particular, 
during t the government purchases the quantities gNt of the non-traded good and gZt of 
the imported good. Therefore, the total value of real government spending on goods 
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during period t when measured in terms of the imported good, or gt, would be 

9t =: PNt9N t + gz 
t 

Also, during period t the government gives the individual a real transfer payment in 
the amount pLt and taxes him Tt. These transfer payments and taxes are unrelated to 
the agent's holdings of real balances. 

Like any other actor in the economy, the government must satisfy a budget 
constraint in each period. Its budget constraints for the two periods are 

Ms'/P' = g1 + [L1 + bl _TI1 (1) 

and 

(MS2 - Msl)lp2 -g2 + [2-(1 + r*)bl - T2, (2) 

where Ms' and MS2 are the stocks of domestic currency in periods one and two, and b1 
is the quantity (which may be negative) of the import denominated real bond that the 
government purchases from the rest of the world. For simplicity, it will be assumed 
that the government uses current taxation to meet its current expenditure on goods. 
That is, let gt = Tt. The variable b' can now be regarded as the balance of payments in 
the first period. 

THE INDIVIDUAL'S MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM 

The representative agent's constrained maximization problem is shown below, the 
agent's decision variables being N1, N2, Z1, Z2, M1/P1, and M2/P2. 

Max U(N1, Z1) + 3U(N2, Z2) 

s.t. pN1Nl + Z1 + M1/P1 + [1/(1 + r*)] [PN2N2 + Z2 + (M2 - Ml)/p2] 

[1 - v(M1/P1y1)]y1 + ?L' - 71 + [1/(1 + r*)] {[1 - v(M2lP2-y2)]y2 + [ 

- T2} (3) 

The above optimization problem implies that if the individual is to hold real 
balances efficiently in the first period the following condition must hold: 

-v'(M/P1yl)- (7T + r*)/(1 + r*), 

where 7T = (p2 - pl)/p2. The left-hand side of the above expression represents the 
marginal product of a unit of real balances in the first period. The right-hand side of 
this expression is the opportunity cost of holding a unit of real balances in the first 
period. Obviously, the efficient utilization of money requires the marginal product of 
the last unit of real balances held to equal its marginal cost. By inverting the above 
equation, a standard-looking demand for money function for the agent can be derived 
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M'/P' = k1((QT + r*)/(1 + r*))y' k1l() v'-1(-(rr + r*)/(1 + r*)), 

k"' < 0. (4) 

This equation will be useful in analyzing the impact of various shocks on the balance 
of payments. 

The agent's optimization problem implies that his compensated demand functions 
for non-traded and imported goods will take the following forms 

N1 = N1(PN1, PNI2(l + r*), 1/(1 + r*), w) 
_ + ? + 

N2 = N2(PN1, PNI2(l + r*), 1/(1 + r*), w) 
+ + 

ZI = Z1(PN1, PNI2(l + r*), 1/(1 + r*), w) (5) 
+ + + 

Z2 = Z2(PN , PNI2/(l + r*), 1/(1 + r*), w) 
+ ?- + 

where w is an index of his real welfare level. The sign under an argument in one of 
these demand functions shows the sign, implied by the consumer's problem (3), of 
the partial derivative of that demand function with respect to the argument in 
question.4 Needless to say, the actor's level of real welfare, w, is dependent on factors 
such as his endowments of non-traded and exported goods, the relative prices of 
non-traded and exported goods, the levels of real taxes and transfer payments, and the 
rates of return on holding money, - i*, and bonds, r*. The nature of this dependence 
is discussed in fuller detail later. 

The structure of the agent's optimization problem implies that his demand for 
money decision influences his consumption of the non-traded and imported goods 
each period only through an income effect brought about by a reduction in the 
individual's transactions costs of exchange (net of the cost of holding money) due to 
the fact that he holds money. Consequently, a does not appear directly in the above 
compensated demand functions. The influence of a on the various good's 
consumption is felt indirectly through w. As the rate of return on holding money, -'r, 
changes, the individual adjusts his holdings of real balances. This leads to movements 
in (net) transactions costs which have income effects that cause w to shift.5 

THE MODEL 'S GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM 

In the model's general equilibrium the money market must always clear. Con- 
sequently, 
4 If the momentary utility function was separable in non-traded and imported goods, then the question 

marks under the various arguments in these demand functions could be replaced by plus signs. 
5 See Greenwood (1983b, appendix A) for further details. 
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Mt _ Mst t = 1, 2. (6) 

Also, the non-traded goods market must clear domestically each period, implying 
that 

Nt = (1 - v(Mt/Ptyt))Nt gNt t- 1, 2. (7) 

The left-hand side of the above equation shows the demand for non-traded goods by 
the representative agent in period t. The right-hand side shows the net supply of 
non-traded goods available to private citizens in that period. This is equal to the total 
supply of non-traded goods minus that portion of this supply which is absorbed in the 
transactions costs of exchange and less the amount of non-traded goods which is 
purchased by government. 

An economy-wide budget constraint may be obtained by substituting the 
government's budget constraints (1) and (2) into the individual's one. This yields 

PN'Nl + Z1 + g' + L1/(1 + r*)] [pN2N2 + Z2 + g2] LI - v(Ml/P'y1)]y1 

+ [1/(1 + r*)] I -v(M2/p2y2)]y2. (8) 

By imposing equilibrium in the non-traded goods market, the above economy-wide 
budget constraint can be rewritten to obtain the following relationship, which states 
that trade must balance intertemporally: 

t {[1 - V(M'/P1Y')]px1X' - - gz1} 

= - [1/(1 + r*)] { i- v(M2lP2y2)]px2X2 _ z2 - gZ2}. (9) 

The term in the brace on the left-hand side of the above equality sign represents the 
current period's trade balance, t1, while the term in the brace on the right-hand side 
represents the second period's trade balance, t2. As can be then seen, t' = - [1/(1 + 
r*)]t2. 

Now, the law of one price states that 

pt =epF 
t t = 1, 2, 

where e is the fixed domestic currency price for a unit of foreign currency and PFt iS 
the period-t foreign nominal price of the imported good. The above law and the 
definition for rr imply that uT = (PF2 - PF1)/PF2. As can be seen, because this 
economy is a small open one with a fixed exchange rate, e, its domestic nominal price 
of imported goods in both periods, Pl and p2, and, consequently, the rate of return on 
holding money, -aT, are exogenous data determined from abroad. Thus, the 
opportunity cost of holding (-T ? r*)/(l + r*) is determined exogenously from 
outside the economy. 

Finally, the government's budget constraint (1) implies that today's balance of 
payments, bl, may be written as 

b= (Ms'1/P) - 
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(recall that gt = t' Vt). However, for this small open economy with a fixed 
exchange rate, the current supply of money, M,1, is an endogenous variable 
determined by the demand for it, M1. Thus, by imposing equilibrium in the money 
market, or equation (6), one may rewrite the above expression as 

bl = (M/P) - )1 = kl((ir + r*)/(1 + r*))yl - ,jI (10) 

(by using (4)) 

COMPARATIVE STATICS EXERCISES 

It is interesting to analyse how movements in the terms of trade or changes in 
government expenditure impact on the relative price of non-traded goods, the trade 
balance, and the balance of payments. There are many possible comparative statics 
exercises that could be undertaken, but only the effect of an anticipated improvement 
in the future terms of trade and of a temporary increase in current government 
spending on non-traded goods will be discussed in detail here. The results of some 
other comparative statics exercises are reported in table 1 at the end of this section. 

To begin with, suppose that there is an anticipated improvement in the future terms 
of trade. In other words, suppose that ix2 > 0 while ix' = 0, where the' ' over a 
variable denotes that its proportionate rate of change is being discussed; for example, 
px2 = dpX2/pX2. As a consequence of this beneficial change in the future terms of 
trade, the representative agent immediately realizes an improvement in his welfare, 
w, of the amount 

dw = [1/(1 + r*)] (1 - v(Q2))pX2X2Px2, (11) 

with dw measured in terms of current imports.6'7 Thus, the change in the individual's 
real welfare ensuing from an anticipated change in the future terms of trade is strictly 
proportional to the discounted value of his net endowment of the exported good in the 
future period. 

This improvement in the actor's real welfare will of course lead, at the original set 
of relative prices, to increases in his demands for non-traded and imported goods in 
both periods, a fact that is easily discerned by 'eyeballing' the set of demand functions 
(5). However, the non-traded goods market must clear domestically and the supply of 
non-traded goods in each period is fixed. Consequently, the relative prices of 
nontraded goods in each period, PN1 and PN2, must adjust so as to maintain 
equilibrium in the non-traded goods market in face of the gain in the agent's real 
welfare. The proportionate changes in the relative prices of non-traded goods, IN1 
and IN2, can be uncovered by subjecting the system of equations (7), describing 
equilibrium in the non-traded goods market, to the usual comparative statics exercise. 
The results of this exercise are 

6 This (perhaps intuitively obvious) proposition is demonstrated formally in Greenwood (1983b), 
appendix B. The proof follows the well-known one illustrated in Jones (1974). 

7 The notation t within a function is being used to indicate that the arguments of a function are being 
evaluated at their date t values. Thus, v( 2) = v(M2lP2y2). 
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PN 1 1122mN (pX2 /PN WN(1 + r*))+ 221mN2(pX2X21pN2N2)] PN = 

* (1 - v(-2))i3x2 > 0 (12) 

A(1 - v(2))Px2 > 0 
and 

^ 2 LTh MN 2(px2X2/pN2N2) + T12mN (pX2X2/PNN(l r ))] 
PN 

( -v(Q2))i5 2 > 0 (13) 
B(1- v(2))Px2 > 0 

with A= l I X -2 1 2Iq21 > 0, and where <St is the elasticity - defined to be positive 
- of the demand function for tth-period non-traded goods with respect to its sth 
argument and mNt is the marginal propensity to consume tth-period non-traded 
goods.8'9 

The signs of the above two expressions for PN1 and IN2 are both unambiguously 
positive, as is proved in the appendix. (Since all the terms in the numerators of both 
expressions are positive, this amounts to saying that the denominator of both 
expressions, or A, is positive, which is in fact the case.) Consequently, an anticipated 
gain in the future terms of trade leads to an increase in the relative price of non-traded 
goods in both periods. As has been mentioned, when the future terms of trade 
improve, the individual feels wealthier, a fact (I 1) shows. Thus, at the original set of 
relative prices, the individual will try to increase his consumption of both goods in 
both periods. However, the supply of non-traded goods is fixed, and this upsurge in 
the demand for them can only be choked off by a rise in both periods' relative prices 
for non-traded goods. 

A more detailed examination of (12) reveals that the proportionate rise in today's 
relative price of non-traded goods, or PN, is an increasing function of mN1, mN2, 1, 

In2, pX /pNN, and px2X2/pN2N2 , but a decreasing function of i I 1 and 2. 
can be readily explained intuitively. At the original set of relative prices, when the 
individual's wealth increases, so does his demand for first-period non-traded goods. 
This upward shift in demand will be greater the larger is the agent's marginal 
propensity to consume first-period non-traded goods or the larger is mNN. This will 
cause the relative price of first-period non-traded goods to rise. The extent to which 
the relative price of first-period non-traded goods rises in response to the upward shift 
in demand will be governed by the own elasticity of demand for non-traded goods in 
this period, -I1. In particular, the larger is this elasticity, or the more willing 
individuals are to substitute away from the consumption of first-period non-traded 

8 For example, I' (PNO/N') (aN'1/aPN') and J2 ={f[PN/(N + r*)]/Nl} {aN'/a[PN21 + r*)]}. 
9 In other words, MN'-=PN'(PNO/Wa) and mN-[pN2/(1 + r*)] (aN2/Ow). Note that the assumption 

that non-tradables are normal goods implies that both MN' and MN2 are positive. 
10 These results are obtained by the straightforward differentiation of the solution for PN1 as given by 

(12). 
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goods in response to an increase in their relative price, the smaller will be the 
proportionate rise in their price due to a gain in the future terms of trade. The quantity 
pX2k21pN1N1 measures the size of the second-period export market vis-a-vis the 
first-period non-traded goods market. The bigger this datum is, the bigger will be the 
upsurge in demand for non-traded goods, owing to the improvement in real welfare 
relative to the fixed net supply of first-period non-traded goods available to private 
citizens, and consequently, the larger PN1 will have to be. 

However, the story is not yet over. By applying the reasoning in the above 
paragraph to the situation prevailing in the second period, one would expect the 
relative price of second-period non-traded goods, PN2, to rise. Specifically, PN2 on 
this account should be positively related to MN2 and PX2/ 1PN2N2 but inversely related 
to 22. Now, recall that the first-period demand for non-traded goods is positively 
related to the future relative price of non-traded goods. Therefore, as the relative price 
for future non-traded goods rises, so does the demand for current non-traded goods. 
The extent of this increase in demand is regulated by the cross-elasticity of demand 
for current nontraded goods, 2'. This increase in demand for current-period 
non-traded goods leads to an upward movement in their price, PN1. This story would 
lead one to expect that iN1 should be positively dependent on Xq2 I, mNA2, and 
pX2X21pN2N2 but negatively related to -q22, as is indeed the case. 

Lastly, there is a slight twist to this scenario. Note that when discussing the relative 
price of future non-traded goods, PNA2, the role of the relative price of current 
non-traded goods, PNAI, in determining the demand for future non-traded goods was 
omitted. The effect of an increase in PN1 on the demand for future non-traded goods 
and their relative price, PN2, depends positively on the cross-elasticity of demand for 
future non-traded goods, T 12. But again, a rise in PN2 will in turn cause a further rise 
in PN1. Thus, PNA should be positively dependent on Th2. 

Next, an investigation will be undertaken of the impact that an anticipated gain in 
the future terms of trade has on today's real trade balance, t'. Recall that 

t= ( - v(l))pXXI - Z- gz I 

so that in the situation under analysis" 

-{f1PN + 2 PN + vz' (1 - V(2)) [Px2X2/(1 + r*)]px2} < 0 (14) 

with P dtl/dZ', and where (j'1 is the elasticity - whose sign is unknown - of the 
demand for current imports with respect to the relative price of current non-traded 
goods, U2' is the elasticity - which is positive - of the demand for current imports with 
respect to the relative price of future non-traded goods, and mzl is the marginal 
propensity to consume - again, positive - current imports. The sign of the above 
expression is unambiguously negative, 12 a fact that is demonstrated in the appendix. 
11 Since the current trade balance, t', may be zero, current imports, Zl, instead of t', have been used to 

deflate dt'. 
12 As can be deduced from footnote 1, when the momentary utility function is separable in non-traded 

and imported goods, 1I is positive. Thus, it is then easy to see from (14) that the current trade 
balance will worsen, or that P < 0, as a result of the improvement in the future terms of trade. 
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Therefore, an anticipated improvement in the future terms of trade causes today's 
trade balance to worsen. 

The above solution for the relative change in the trade balance has intuitive appeal. 
Once again, the improvement in the agent's welfare due to the anticipated gain in the 
future terms of trade is [I - v(2)] [pX2X2/(l + r*)]PX2. Now, the optimizing agent 
would like to use this increase in his wealth to increase his consumption of both goods 
in both periods. However, since non-traded goods are fixed in supply, their relative 
prices must rise in the model's general equilibrium so as to choke off any increased 
demand for them. Consequently, the increase in the agent's wealth must, in the end, 
be vented solely on the consumption of imported goods in each period. Since the 
value of current export production, [ I - v( I )]px' l, remains constant, an increase 
in total imports, Z1 + gzl, due to an upsurge in private sector import demand results in 
a movement toward a trade balance deficit today. This trade balance deficit is financed 
by the private sector borrowing on the international bond market against their higher 
future export earnings. 

Upon a more detailed examination of (14) it can easily be seen there is a greater 
propensity toward a trade deficit the larger are U2 and mzl, ceteris paribus. The bigger 
mZ1 is, the bigger will be the upshift in demand for current imports due to the 
improvement in real welfare, [I - vQ 2)] [pX2X2/(1 + r*)]15x2, brought about by the 
gain in the future terms of trade. Also, the greater U2' is, the greater will be the 
increase in the demand for current imports occurring because of the rise in the relative 
price of future non-traded goods, IN2. Finally, since the sign of (' is unknown, 
nothing can be said about the effect of the rise in the relative price of current 
non-traded goods, PN1, on the demand for current imports and, consequently, today's 
trade balance. 

Equation (14) is revealing, because it highlights the fact that shifts in today's trade 
balance are, in general, related to factors in the non-traded goods market. In a richer 
model which allowed for the production of both exports and non-tradables to be 
endogenous, the situations in the traded and non-traded goods markets would be even 
more intertwined. Here, changes in the relative price of non-traded goods would be 
associated with shifts in resource allocation between the two sectors. These 
production effects would have additional ramifications for variables such as the trade 
balance. For example, in the current case, where the future terms of trade have 
improved, it seems reasonable to conjecture that the increase in the relative price of 
current non-traded goods (cf. equation 12) would be linked to a withdrawal of 
resources from export production and an injection of them into non-traded goods 
production. This would tend to exacerbate the deteriorating situation in today's trade 
balance, ceteris paribus. 

How does the increase in the future terms of trade affect today's (real) balance of 
payments? Once again, the balance of payments in the first period, or bl, is expressed 
as 

bl = M'IP- I_ - kl((ir* + r*)/(1 + r*))yI - 1l 
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Thus, in the current situation'3 

b= y where b' -db'/(M'/P') 

= (PN'FN 1/Y')N1 > 0 since PNy > 0 
Therefore, an anticipated gain in the future terms of trade causes a balance of 
payments surplus today. This result occurs because an increase in the future terms of 
trade leads to the relative price of current non-traded goods rising. This, in turn, 
causes current real income, y', to increase, leading to an upward shift in current 
transactions costs of exchange. In order to economize on these increased transactions 
costs, the agent acquires more real balances, M1/Pi, which tends to put the balance of 
payments in surplus. 

Next, the impact of a temporary increase in current government spending on 
non-traded goods on the relative prices of current and future non-traded goods, and 
today's trade balance, balance of payments, and real exchange rate will be examined. 
This exercise is interesting, because it focuses on a relationship between the 
non-traded and traded goods markets that has not been fully recognized before. To 
begin with, a temporary increase in current government expenditure on non-traded 
goods would imply that g/i > 0 and g2 0= . The welfare loss - measured in terms of 
current import consumption - that individuals would suffer in the face of this event is 

dw = -pNV gLy g l 

As can be seen, the drop in the agent's real welfare is strictly proportional to the 
absorption of the supply of current non-traded goods by the government. 

Recall that the non-traded goods market must clear domestically each period. 
Thus, in the current period both the demand and supply of non-traded goods for 
private citizens has been perturbed. By undertaking the appropriate comparative 
statics exercise on the system of equations (7) describing equilibrium in the 
non-traded goods market, one obtains the following results: 

^1= 2 I (PN1qm ( gN/PNN) + '1mN2(1 + r*) (pN1g/N'/p2N2)]g 
PN A 

+9 2 (PN gN1 |PN lN1 )g 1 

- (1 + r*)A(pN lg//px2X2)gNI + [ 22(p 1gN1/pN'N )/1X]g/ > 0 (15) 

and 

= - Lrp m(1 * (/1g/1/p2N2) + 'rpm2/V (pNV1gNV1/pN1N1)]g) ^2 _ [1 1N I1 + r*) (PN gN IPN N2 1MNl (pl X Nlg1 
PN -A 

I I P gNX2 2) IN + q 1N I )gN I 

- - (1 + r*)B(pN gN /px2X2)gNl + [^2(p/Vg/1/pN1N1)/A]9N - 0 (16) 

13 Since the current balance of payments, b1, may be zero, current real balances, M1lP1, have been used 
to deflate db1. 
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As can be seen, when current government expenditure on non-traded goods 
temporarily rises, so does today's relative price of non-traded goods, PN1 (The sign 
of the above expression for iN1 is proven in the appendix.) The first part of the 
expression for PA1, which is familiar from before, shows the negative impact on the 
relative price for current non-traded goods brought about by a reduction in the 
demand for them caused by the deterioration in the individual's welfare. This 
deterioration in the individual's real welfare results from the increased government 
expenditure on current non-traded goods. The second part of the expression illustrates 
the positive effect on the relative price of current non-traded goods that a contraction 
in the net supply of them available to private citizens has. It turns out that this second 
effect dominates, so that the relative price of current non-traded goods rises, as was 
probably expected a priori. 14 

Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, a temporary increase in current government 
spending has an ambiguous impact on the relative price of future non-traded goods. 
The first term in the expression for PN2 shows the depressing effect on the relative 
price of future non-traded goods of a reduction in demand for them, caused by the 
welfare loss generated by the increased government expenditure. Again, this effect is 
familiar. The second term shows the positive impact of a reduction in the net supply of 
current non-traded goods on the relative price of future non-traded goods. This effect 
is perhaps somewhat subtle. It is operational because, as mentioned, a drop in the net 
supply of current non-traded goods available to private citizens increases the price for 
them. However, this increase in the relative price for current non-traded goods leads 
to individuals' substituting away from the consumption of current non-traded goods 
to consuming future non-traded goods - and future imports as well. This has a 
positive impact on the relative price of future non-traded goods. As can be seen, this 
effect is larger the bigger 1q 2 is, which represents the elasticity of demand of future 
non-traded goods with respect to the relative price of current non-traded goods. The 
net impact of these two effects is theoretically ambiguous. 

However, something more can be said about the sign of the expression for p2. In 
particular, it can be shown (see appendix) that the sign of this expression depends 
positively on the sign of UI2(N', Z'). Whether UI2(N', Z1) is positive or negative 
determines whether first-period non-traded or imported goods are complements or 
substitutes, in the (non-standard) Edgeworth-Pareto sense, in the momentary utility 
function. Now, for example, when UI2(N', Z1) is negative the initial effect of a 
reduction in the current net supply of non-traded goods available to the representative 
agent is to increase the marginal utility of current imports. This leads the agent to 
desire to consume more current imports. However, to do this, the agent must 
withdraw expenditure from the second period. Provided that future non-traded goods 
are normal goods - which was assumed - this leads to a reduction in the demand for 
them. Given the fixed supply of future non-traded goods, their relative price must thus 
fall. 
14 Simple differentiation of (15) shows that, in the case under discussion, PN1 is negatively related to 

11, MN1, MN2, and (PNlgNl/PN2N2), but positively associated with q12 and (PN1gN1/PN1N1). The 
effect of X22 and X21 on PN1 is ambiguous. More specifically, whether or not PIN1 depends positively 
or negatively on X22 and X21 depends on the sign of expression (16) for PN2 
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Next, the impact that a temporary increase in current government expenditure on 
non-traded goods has on today's trade balance will be analysed. Expressing the trade 
balance equation (9) in terms of proportional rates of change yields in this situation 
that 

t V = - 022PN MN mN(PgN /Z )gN ? 0 I 

Unfortunately, the sign of the above expression is theoretically ambiguous. It can be 
shown, however, that the sign of this expression depends positively on the sign of 
UIA(N', Z1) - see appendix. Again, whether Ul2(N1, Z1) is positive or negative in turn 
depends upon whether current non-traded and imported goods are complements or 
substitutes with each other, in the Edgeworth-Pareto sense, in the momentary utility 
function. That the change in the trade balance should depend positively on the sign of 
UI2(N', Z1) makes intuitive sense. Once again, suppose that U2(N1, Z1) is negative. 
Here, a decrease in the supply of current non-traded goods available to private 
citizens will initially increase the marginal utility of current imported goods. This 
leads to an upsurge in the demand for current imported goods and a consequent 
deterioration in the trade balance. 

An improvement in the balance of payments occurs in response to the temporary 
increase in current government spending on non-traded goods. This is because such a 
change in government spending leads to a rise in the relative price of current 
non-traded goods, PN1, which in turn causes current real income, yI, to increase, and 
consequently the demand for real balances, M1/P1, to rise. Algebraically, the 
expression one gets for the relative change in the balance of payments is 

^I = ^I 

(PN1N /yI)PN1 > 0 

since PNl > 0 as (15S) shows. 
Finally, the response of today's real exchange to the temporary increase in current 

government spending on non-tradeables is easy to determine. To begin with, suppose 
that the domestic aggregate price index, b 1, is some homogeneous function of degree 
one in the domestic nominal prices of the imported good and the non-traded good. If 
this was the case, one could write the current domestic aggregate price level as 

?1_P1f(p1)) 

(+) 

Using the law of one price, it then follows that 

(D' = iPFPf (PN1). 

(?) 

Now, as is commonly done to get a measure of the real exchange rate, divide the 
domestic aggregate price index by e (DFI, where 1DF1 is the foreign aggregate price 
index in the current period. Thus, the measure being used to reflect the real exchange 
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TABLE I 

Relative price 
of non-traded Trade Balance of 
goods balance payments 

Disturbances PN pN2 b 

Terms of trade 
Px > 0,? iX 0 + + + + 

AX 
I = 0, 

A 

X2 > 0 + + + 

Px IPfx2 > ? + + oa 
_, 

Government spending on imports 
gZI > 0, gZ20 - - 

gz = 0, gz2 > 0-+ 

Z = gz2 > O o 

Government spending on non-tradel goods 
2 = 0 ?~~ ~~~~~b +C 

gN > 0, N + + 

2N >, 0 2>0 
d 

9N' 
= (), gN ? + 4e? 

A I g 2 
> O + + 

Oa 
+ 

aThe following initial conditions have been assumed in deriving this result: a 1/(1 + r*), )N l =2, gNI 2 1 2 21 - 
gN , 'x ,pXl = Px , X I X and v(-) = v(-2). These initial conditions make the first and second 
periods identical from the representative agent's perspective. 
bAs mentioned in the text, the sign of this effect depends positively on the sign of U,2(N1, Z'). 
cAs mentioned in the text, the sign of this effect depends positively on the sign of U,2(N', Z1). 
dDepends positively on the sign of U12(N2, Z2) 

eDepends negatively on the sign of U12(N2, Z2) 

rate is ll/e (FI = PF'f (PN')14FI. Note that all foreign prices, and consequently the 
foreign aggregate price level, (1F1, are unaffected by any shocks emanating within the 
domestic economy, since by assumption the domestic economy is a small open one. 
Therefore, any domestic shocks which lead to a change in the relative price of 
non-traded goods, PN1, will cause a movement in today's real exchange rate. To be 
specific, in this circumstance 

F )= [ (D IPN ) If (PN )]PNI 

Thus, a temporary increase in current government spending on non-traded goods will 
cause the real exchange rate, tl/T (DPF1, to appreciate, since the relative price of 
current non-traded goods rises, because PN1 is positive, as (15) shows. 

In concluding this section, table 1 is presented, summarizing some of the main 
conclusions that can be drawn from the model. It shows the effects that various 
exogenous disturbances have on the relative price of non-traded goods, the trade 
balance, and the balance of payments. The line of argument needed to prove those 
comparative statics exercises not discussed above exactly mimics that employed in 
analysing the two exercises discussed. 15 An important point to note from this table is 
that the correlation between movements in the trade balance and either the relative 

15 A full explanation and deviation of all the results shown in table 1 is contained in Greenwood 
(1 983b) . 
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price of non-traded goods or the balance of payments is ambiguous. This is because 
the pattern of co-movement between these three variables depends essentially on the 
nature of the exogenous shock impinging on the system. As can be seen, when 
analysing the impact of shift in an exogenous variable it is important to distinguish 
whether the movement in it is transitory or permanent in character and whether it 
reflects a current unanticipated event or an expected future one. 16 Finally, note that 
when taken in isolation the trade balance may be a meaningless economic statistic. 
This is because theoretically the correlation between movements in the trade balance 
and economic welfare is ambiguous. For instance, both a temporary improvement in 
the current terms of trade and an anticipated increase in the future terms of trade lead 
to an improvement in economic welfare. 17 As can be seen from table 1, however, the 
former generates a tendency towards a trade balance surplus while the latter causes an 
inclination towards a deficit. 

C O N C L U S I O N S 

A small-scale micro-economic-oriented general equilibrium model is constructed in 
this paper to explain the joint behaviour of the trade balance, the balance of payments, 
and the relative price of non-traded goods. The model yields a set of predictions about 
the relationship between movements in these three variables and certain exogenous 
variables, such as the terms of trade and government spending. The inclusion of a 
non-traded good sector into the line of choice-theoretic intertemporal general 
equilibrium models used recently in international finance is interesting for several 
reasons. First, disturbances within the non-traded goods sector have implications for 
the traded goods sector and for variables of interest, such as the trade balance and the 
balance of payments. Second, shocks occurring outside the non-traded sector will 
now have additional channel of effect on the open sector of the economy via their 
impact on the non-traded goods sector. This interconnectedness between the 
non-traded and traded goods sectors would be more emphasized in a model with 
endogenous output determination. To do this would be a fruitful extension of the 
model presented in the paper. In such a model, changes in the relative price of 
non-traded goods would affect resource allocation between the two sectors and 
therefore have implications for the productions of non-traded and traded goods. Last, 
an essential ingredient in any meaningful discussion of the real exchange rate is an 
analysis of the relative price of non-traded goods. 

APPENDIX 

It is easy to see from the consumer's problem and the various equilibrium conditions 
in the model that the following five equations completely characterize the 
16 Kimbrough (1983) also notes that it is important to distinguish between permanent and transitory 

movements in government expenditure; he too breaks down total government expenditure into spend- 
ing on traded and non-traded goods. 

17 Specifically, the change in welfare in the first case is du = [1 - v( l)]ppX 1Xpx', while for the second 
case it is given by equation (1 1) in the text. 
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determination of PN1, PN2, Z1, Z2, and A in the model's general equilibrium; X is the 
Lagrange multiplier associated with the agent's constrained maximization problem. 

ul(II- V( )]NI - gN, Z1) _ XPNI (A1) 

U2(1- v( 1)]Nl - gNI, ZI) _ X (A2) 

fUI([l - v(2)]N - gN, Z2) XPN2/(1 + r*) (A3) 

fU2([1 - v(2)]N2 - gN2, Z2) =/(1 + r*) (A4) 

Z1 + gz1 + [1/(1 + r*)] (Z2 + gZ2) = (1 -v( 1))px1XI 

+ [1/(1 + r*)] [1 - v(2)]px2X2 (A5) 

Now, how will an anticipated gain in the future terms of trade, px2, affect today's 
consumption of imports, Zl, and consequently today's trade balance, tP? The answer 
to this equation is easily obtained by subjecting equations (A2), (A4), (A5) and (9) to 
the usual sort of comparative statics exercise. The results of this exercise are 

aZlIapX2= {(1 + r*)f3U22(.2)/[U22(1) + 0(1 + r*)2U22(.2)]} 

[I - v( 2)]X2 > 0 (A6) 
and 

atllaPX2 =-(dZI/dpx2) < 0. 

Consequently, the solution for f', as given by equation (14) in the text, is 
unambiguously negative as was stated. 

Next, equations (Al), (A2), and the above solution for aZ1/dpX2 can be used to see 
how PN1 is affected by a shift in px2. One finds that 

aPN/lPX2 - [(PN1U22( 1) - U12( 1))/U2(Q)] (dZ I'pX2 > 0 

(recall that aZ/IpX2 > 0), where the above expression is unambiguously positive, 
owing to the assumption that first-period non-traded goods are normal, which implies 
that [PN1 U22( * 1 -U12( 1)] < 0. An immediate implication of the above result is that 
the solution for PN' in this case, as given by (12) in the text, must also be 
unambiguously positive. Since all the terms in the numerator of (12) are positive, it 
must therefore follow that (12)'s denominator, or A, is positive also. It is easy to show 
in a similar fashion that aPN2/dPX2 > 0. 

The effect on today's consumption of imports, Zl, of a temporary shift in current 
government spending on non-traded goods, gN I, will be investigated now. This effect 
can be uncovered through the use of (A2), (A4), and (A5). One finds that 

aZ'IagN' = U2&(1)/[U22( 1) + f(1 + r*)2U22(Q2)] > 0 (A7) 

and, thereby, through (9) that 

at agN = - (Z1/dgN 1) < 0 
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Therefore, AZ1/dgN1 < 0 iff U21( 1) > 0, while 
at1/dgN' 

< 0 iff U21( 1) 
' 

0. Thus, the 
sign of t1, which is shown by equation (17) in the text, depends positively on the sign 
of U21( 1) as was mentioned. 

How does the temporary increase in gN affect PN2? By undertaking the required 
comparative statics exercise on equations (A3), (A4), and (A5), it can be seen that 

I? 
aPN /2gN {[PN 2U22( 2) - U21(Q2)]/U2(-2)} (1 + r*) (Z'/lagNl) 

0 0 

Thus, dpN2/agN2 < 0 as U21(*1) < 0. This implies that expression (16) in the text 
describing PN2 in this situation must be positively related to the sign of U12( 1). (Note 
that because second-period non-traded goods are normal goods [PN2U22(Q2) - 

U21&2)] < 0.) 
Finally, how would PN1 respond to this change in gN1? Equations (Al), (A4), 

(A5), and (A7) provide the answer to this question. One finds that 

aPN 1 

agNI 

{LU( 111)U22(1l) - U12 2( 1) + f(l + r*) 2U22(Q2) [U1(1) - PN1U2I(Q1)]} 0 
3(l + r*) [U22(*1) + (1 + r*)2U22(.2)]U2(.2) 

The above solution for aPNll/gNl is unambiguously positive in sign. (Recall that 
[U11(1) - PN1U21( 1)] < 0, since first-period imported goods are normal goods.) 
Consequently, the expression for PN1 in this circumstance, as given by (15) in the 
text, must also be unambiguously positive. 
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